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The Universal "MK2" - New features:
The Universal "MK2" - New features:
1. Use a pencil style microphone with the mic capsule facing the dish (all
cardioids) - or - forward pointing out of the dish – omni microphones only.
Omni mics can also be mounted facing the dish, since it may attenuate
surrounding sounds further.
ñ It´s also possible to mount miniature microphones such as the DPA 4060,
for stereo experiments, using the DPA surface mounts (not included) and

a couple of cable ties, this to make up for the long cables. You may for
example place one of the DPA 4060 mics inside the Zeppelin holder, and
another one at the edge (side) of the dish. This requires some DIY
configuration (and som patience) but has proven good results.
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TELINGA UNIVERSAL MK2 PACKAGE INCLUDES:
(1) UNIVERSAL MK2 HANDLE INCL. 1.5 METER LENGTH ADJUSTABLE XLR
CABLEWITH
WITHGOLD
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XLRCONNECTORS.
CONNECTORS
WIRE
(1) UNIVERSAL MK2 ZEPPELIN MICROPHONE HOLDER TO MOUNT INSIDE DISH.
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(1) PRE INSTALLED SET OF RED RUBBER MIC HOLDERS LOCATED AT
FRONT OF THE ZEPPELIN HOLDER.
IMPORTANT! ONLY USE THE RED RUBBER BANDS LOCATED AT THE
FRONT OF THE ZEPPELIN HOLDER WHEN A MICROPHONE IS MOUNTED
FACING THE DISH.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: TRIPOD MOUNT, SOFT CASE, RYCOTE TELINGA
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A. MOUNTING THE MICROPHONE INSIDE THE DISH
If you choose to mount your microphone (OMNI or CARDIOID) with the
microphone capsule facing the dish (above photo) you have great wind
protection from the beginning - since the large black windshield foam
surrounding the Universal MK2 Zeppelin mic holder.
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When possible we recommend mounting the microphone facing the dish in the
Universal Zeppelin Holder - with the help of the red rubber bands (pre-installed)
and the black surrounding cellfoam of the Zeppelin holder. If you are using a
larger type of microphone, which length is longer then most common modern
microphones, and thereby ”hanging” out of the back from the holder to some
extent, it is recommended to use it in the opposite direction so that the
microphone is pointing outwards of the dish. Remember this placement is for
OMNI microphones only, all CARDIOIDS must always be mounted facing the
dish.
FINDING THE CORRECT FOCUS
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easy way to locate it, when using a cardioid or omni microphone facing the
dish, is to measure 3 cm from the red rubber bands of the Zeppelin holder
front, and inwards towards the dish. This is a very good starting point.
The desired ”sweet spot” in the dish depends on which microphone(s) you
are using, don´t be afraid to experiment, as long as you do not mount a
cardioid with the capsule outwards or any of your microphones too far
away from the focus globe *see below, there is no ”right” or ”wrong”. The
Universal MK2 is designed for you to find your own favorite setups which
depends on your current microphone collection - therefore we highly
recommend using your ears (with good headphones!) to learn how
different microphones works in the Telinga dish.
ñ The focus globe in the dish is 34 mm (3,4 cm) large @ 10 kHz –
therefore you have a large ”sweet spot” to place your microphone
within before the acoustical amplification will start to drop
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Many recordists likes to experiment with different microphones for
different recording tasks and mark the mics in their collection with
coloured tape, this to easily recall where the different microphone ”sweet
spot” is found in the dish.
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LET´S START RECORDING!
The Universal MK2 is ready to connect to your (1) microphone and recorder
(supplying XLR and +48v Phantom Power) straight out of the box - and you
don´t need any extra cables or batteries. The complete assembling procedure is
done within minutes, and you don´t need to perform any of the installation setup
by using tools or such. If you wish to bring several different microphones, you
may easily switch between them, on location, in matter of seconds, after some
training.
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BELOW: USING AN OMNI (LONGER LENGTH) MICROPHONE FORWARD
SUCH AS SENNHEISER ME-62 /K6 OR SCHOEPS COLETTE / CMC SERIES
OMNI (or similiar).
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USING THE OPTIONAL TRIPOD MOUNT: Place the Tripod Mount in the top
handle screw and secure it with the "bridge" of the mount into the top handle
screw. Make sure it is fastened properly before attaching it to the stand, as the
photo above.
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The improved polycarbonate mix offers greater performance and plastic
memory.Featuring a gray rim (standard on delivery) allows super easy folding
and also protects the dish surface from scratches and dents. Compatible with
ALL Telinga handles and microphones - including earlier models such as the
PRO-5/6/7/8 handles and microphones.
Folding the dish is very easy, and you may fold it over and over again for
traveling. Simply use your hands until it is folded together properly (as the
above photo) - this so you can place it inside the Soft Case. The V2 dish comes
with 2 years international warranty, so you don´t have to be afraid to break it!
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IMPORTANT NOTES!
CAUTION! Never point your Telinga Universal dish directly towards the sun! The
IMPORTANT NOTES!
foam might burn! Do not leave your Telinga unattended in sun exposed areas such
as a car. The Universal MK2 is designed for outdoor use, inside acoustical feedback
may
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THE HANDLE AND MIC: On dusty roads, keep in a plastic bag or case. Wipe off
now and then with a piece of cloth.
AFTER USE: When the Telinga is not used for several days - loosen the screw
tightening the handle, and the rings holding the dish.
Contact us for any QUESTIONS / SUPPORT: info@telinga.com
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